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Abstract 

Laser Direct Metal deposition (LDMD) is an additive manufacturing process, it is used to 

manufacture complex 3D objects directly from CAD files. Laser creates melt region on 

surface of substrate and powder material blown on to the laser-induced melt pool to form a 

layer. After a layer deposition, nozzle and laser assembly raised vertically upward by 

calculated small increment. Next layer is built on previous one, thus a 3D part is built layer 

by layer. Commercial available finite element tool ansys 14.0 is used to develop a 

numerically simulate heat transfer and coupled thermal phenomena to analyse the influence 

of various parameters (laser power, feed rate, laser velocity, etc.) on thermal history. Thermal 

cycles and its history experienced at different locations are studied and its influence is 

analysed. Influence of thermal loading on the model’s distortion is analysed. As laser passed 

by the material the overall temp of the model is keep on increasing. Intensity distribution like 

Gaussian shoot the peak temperature of the subject higher than the distribution like frustum. 
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Nomenclature 

 

V Volume,  m3 

  Fluid density, kg/m3 

t Time, s 

,u v  Velocity magnitude in directions x,y, m/s 

P Pressure, Pa 

  Viscosity coefficient 

  Dynamic viscosity, Pa/s 

e Internal energy per unit mass,  J/kg 

k  Turbulent kinetic energy, m2/s2 

  Turbulent dissipation rate, m2/s3 

t  Turbulence viscosity, Pa-s 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Laser metal deposition  

 

The principle of laser deposition consists of fusing a metal filler material and a very thin layer 

of the surface of the substrate to ensure a metallurgical bond. The laser beam is then a vector 

of a precise and localized heat input. Material is mainly brought in the form of powder, which 

offers the advantage of depositing a very wide choice of metal materials. The powder is 

injected laterally or coaxially into the laser beam. If the first technique shows great 

simplicity, it should be noted that a difficult control of the injector position in relation 

to the direction of travel is necessary to do complex shapes. This factor explains the 

major use of coaxial devices that thus allow multidirectional cladding. In addition, 

since the irradiation of the filling material is slower and more regular than during 

lateral injection, the evenness of the deposition and the yield of deposition of the 

whole are higher.(1) 

1.2 Process 

The powdernused in laser cladding is normallynof a metallic nature, and is injectedninto the 

system by eitherncoaxial or lateral nozzles. nThe interaction of the metallicnpowder stream 

and thenlaser causes melting tonoccur, and is knownnas the melt pool. Thisnis deposited onto 

Figure 1: Schematic of LDMD process [1] 
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a substrate; nmoving the substratenallows the melt poolnto solidify and thus produces antrack 

of solidnmetal. This is thenmost common technique, howevernsome processes involve 

movingnthe laser/nozzle assembly overna stationary substrate tonproduce solidified tracks. 

Thenmotion of thensubstrate is guided byna CAD system whichninterpolates solid objects 

intona set of tracks, thusnproducing the desirednpart at the end ofnthe trajectory. 

A greatndeal of research isnnow being concentrated onndeveloping automatic laser 

claddingnmachines. Many of the processnparameters must benmanually set, suchnas laser 

power, lasernfocal point, substratenvelocity, powder injectionnrate, etc., and thusnrequire the 

attentionnof a specialized technician tonensure proper results. However, nmany groupsnare 

focusing their attentionnon developing sensors tonmeasure the processnonline. Suchnsensors 

monitor thenclad's geometry (heightnand width of depositedntrack), metallurgical properties 

(such asnthe rate of solidification, nand hence the finalnmicrostructure), andntemperature 

information ofnboth the immediate meltnpool and its surroundingnareas. With suchnsensors, 

control strategiesnare being designednsuch that constantnobservation from antechnician is no 

longernrequired to produce anfinal product. Furthernresearch has beenndirected to forward 

processingnwhere system parametersnare developed around specificnmetallurgical properties 

fornuser defined applicationsn (such as microstructure, ninternal stresses, dilutionnzone 

gradients, andnclad contact angle).(18) 

 

1.3 General characteristicsnof laser deposition 

 

The intrinsic characteristicsnof laser claddingnensure: 

 Thenmetallurgical quality of thendeposits. The bondnof metallurgical typenguarantees 

very lownrisksnof delamination, andnthenfusion of the fillernmaterial makesnit 

possible tonobtain a densendeposition. The characteristicsnof the depositionndepend 

on thenchemical composition ofnthe filler materialnused. A widenvariety ofnmaterials 

may bendeposited, like ironnbases (carbon steel, nstainless steel, toolnsteel, etc.), 

cobaltnbases (Stellite), nickelnbases (Inconel, Hastelloy, netc.), titaniumnbases, 

andnaluminum alloys, amongnothers. The speed ofnthe thermal cyclenmakes it 

possiblento obtain verynfine microstructuresnand higher harnessesnthan traditional 

weldingnand claddingntechniques. Inngeneral, thesenfine structuresnincrease 

resistance toncorrosion. Innthe case ofnmetal matrixncompounds (MMCs), 
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laserncladding avoids thenfusing of hardncompounds (generallyncarbides), which 

remainnpresent in a metalnmatrix. It should, however, bennoted that thisntechnique of 

fusion claddingncan lead to defectsnrelated tonstresses, metallurgical incompatibility 

ofnmaterials, or evennthe compoundsnformed in thenbonding area betweenndeposition 

andnsubstrate(1). 

 

 A verynlow dilution. Innlaser treatment, dilutionn (namely the participationnof the 

substratenin the deposition) isncontrollable and lown(lessnthan 5% in the casenof 

steel), whichnallows good conservation ofnproperties of thendeposited material. 

Amongnother things, thisnparticularity limits thennumber of layersnrequired for 

obtainingna particular chemicalncomposition on thensurface(1). 

 

 Thenrespect of thengeometry. The speednof the thermal cyclenand the low 

heatednvolume have the effectnof limiting the traumansuffered by thenpart. The heat-

affectednzone (HAZ) is reduced andnthe deformations arenthen lower than withnother 

processes, whilenthe location of the thermalnimpact also allows worknin critical areas 

innterm of thin adjacentnwalls, edges, etc. Thenautomated process allows anhigh 

degree of accuracynof trajectory and lownmachining times when thesenare needed.(1) 

 

1.4 UsingnLMD to reducenmanufacturing costs 

 

Using LMDnworkpiece properties cannbe targeted for improvementnby systematically 

refining orncombining materials. Fornexample you canngive a softer metal anhard, high-

qualitynsurface; combine a thermallyninsulating material with anconductive layer; orncoat 

metal withnmaterials that resist highntemperatures, salt water, ornchemicals. Laser deposition 

willnnot only lengthen thenlife of your components, itnwill also significantly reducenthe 

overall manufacturingncosts (17). 

How can criticalnparts operating inntough environments benmade to lastnlonger? Howncan 

these valuablencomponents be repairednso that their lifetimencost is lower? LMDnmight be 

thensolution. It has beennaround since the 1970snwhen teams ofnscientists from placesnlike 

Avco EverettnResearch Lab werenperforming everynapplication thatnthey could thinknof with 

their highn-powered gas lasers. nHowever, LMD hasn'tnbecome a mainstream 
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applicationnlike laser cutting. Thenreasons might be thatnthe capital cost hasnbeen too highnto 

justify the processnas compared to othernheat sources, or thenprice for a newncomponent was 

toonlow to justifyna repair. Maybe thenLMD process wasnnot considered robustnor repeatable 

enough tonbe used in morenthan a few select applicationsnwhere there was simplynno other 

practicalnsolution. Regardless, itnis a viable process thatnhas been under-utilizednuntil 

recently. Thenadvent of higher-powerednlasers, with beamsnthat can be deliverednthrough 

fibers andnintegrated into robustnmachine tools, decreasedncapital investment andnoperating 

costs ofnthe laser device. This, inncombination with thensignificantly increased costnof metals 

andnthe use ofnhigher-performancenmaterials, has causednmany to rethinknthe use ofnthe 

LMD processnwhile producing newncomponents ornrepairing usednones (17) 

1.5 Advantages ofna metallurgicalnbond 

Extreme processesnand competitive industriesnnow require their componentsnto have 

extremelynlong uptimes and highnreliability, and for thisnthey require processesnthat can 

extend thenlife of the parts. LMDnproduces a metallurgical bondnthat permanentlynattaches 

the depositednmetal onto the basenmaterial, creating thenbest possible adhesion. Thenprocess 

itself isnrelatively simple: anlaser beam producesna weld pool onnthe surface of ancomponent. 

Powdernjets blow anmetallurgical powder intonthe weld pool coaxiallynto the workingnbeam; 

the powdernmelts and is metallurgicallynbonded onto thenbase material. Thisnenables new 

layers ofnmetal with defined propertiesnto be applied, evennagainst the force ofngravity (see 

FIGUREn2). Depending onnthe application, individualnmaterials or powdernmixtures 

consisting of differentnmaterials can benused, allowing thenproperties of the newnlayer to be 

verynprecisely defined. Iron, ncobalt, titanium, andnnickel alloys, asnwell as materials 

containingncarbide, are all applicable. Itnis possible to choosena powder compositionnand the 

lasernpower in such anway that the carbidesnhave a homogeneous distributionnin the layer. 

Fornexample, this enablesntungsten or titanium carbidesnto be embedded intonthe deposited 

metallic matrixnto increase the wearnresistance of the componentnsurface. (17) 

Othernprocesses are also usednin the deposition ofnpowder (and wire), butnthere are 

significantnlimitations to consider. Somencreate a mechanical bondnthat does notnhold as 

well asna metallurgical bond sonthat the coating failsnsooner, requiring replacementnor repair. 

Othersnrequire significantly more heatnto melt both the powdernand basenmaterial, which 

distortsnthe component to anhigher degree, requiringna secondary operation tonput it back 

intontolerance. The excess heatnalso causes heavy dilutionnof the base materialninto the 
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coating, nrequiring two or threenextra coating passes tonachieve the chemicalncharacteristics 

of thendeposited material. Thisnconsumes significantly morenpowder, which isnusually quite 

expensive, andnof course requires morenheat, which furtherndistorts the part requiringneven 

more post-processnmachining. The LMDnprocess creates so littlendilution that the coatingnis 

"at chemistry"nwithin a few thousandthsn (~50-70 microns) nand a coating depthnof 0.060 

inch (1.5 mm) nis often all that'snneeded since the entirendepth will be purenmaterial.(17) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fig1. The LMD process enables new layers of metal with defined properties to be applied, even 

against the force of gravity. (17) 

 

 

 

1.6 Technologicalnchallenges andneconomic benefits 

Despitenits huge potential, laserndeposition welding longnremained a processnconfined to the 

laboratory. Thenmain challenge laynin adequate processncontrol – tonachieve a homogeneous 

layernwith the specifiednproperties, thenlaser power, npowder composition andnthe supply, 

frequentlynof multiple materials, nmust be preciselyncoordinated andncontrolled. However, 

manufacturersnsuch as TRUMPFnnow offer complete technologynpackages for lasernmaterial 

deposition applicationsnthat guarantee properncontrol of thesenaspects. (17) 

Theynnormally consist ofnthree functional unitsn– the powdernfeed, the processingnoptics 

with powdernjet and the powderntransfer line (whichnconnects thenfeeder), andnthe optical 

system. nFor TRUMPFnsystems, thenpowder feed isnnormally a mobilenunit with upnto four 
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independentlynprogrammable powderncontainers. Thenfeeder combines thenpowder/gas 

mixturenfrom the containersninto a preciselynadjusted powder massnflow. Sensors 

continuouslynmonitor the compositionnof the flow, ensuringnthat there arenno fluctuationsnin 

the metallurgicalncomposition of thenlayer. 

The economicnbenefits of thisntechnology lienin the abilitynto add valuento the 

componentnby depositing anlayer or layers of materialnto significantly increasenthe operating 

lifenof expensive componentsnthat need tonfunction reliably fornlong periods ofntime in 

expensivenprocesses. Thenlayer's properties allownoperation in increasedntemperature or 

betterncorrosion and wearnresistance. (17) 

Thenmarine engine industrynalso wants tonrepair used components, althoughnthe value ofnthe 

material isnnot nearly asnhigh as blisks (portmanteaunof bladed disk). Instead, nthey are 

interested innways to moreneasily and economicallynrepair large quantitiesnin a highly 

automatednway. On the pistonsnin four-strokenauxiliary dieselnengines, there isnincreased 

load onnthe first pistonnring groove. Thisnis more directlynexposed to corrosionnfrom the 

combustionngases and wear fromnhard particles in thenfuel than thensubsequent piston ring 

grooves. Asna result, substantialnwear can often benseen here, althoughnthe piston itselfnonly 

demonstrates minimalnwear, such asnburnout on thenpiston crown. However, thendamage 

from thenring groove wearnis so significant thatnthe entire piston hasnto be replacednor 

repaired. Untilnrecently, there werenno appropriate repair processesnthat enabled thenoriginal 

geometry ofnthe groove tonbe restored. Thenrequirements are goodnaccessibility to thentight 

geometries, nhigh precision andnreproducibility, nondamage to thenbasic material, nonthermal 

distortion, anhigh level ofnautomation, reductionnof post-processingndue to precisendeposition 

locationnand thickness, andnimprovement of wearnproperties by selectionnof appropriate 

coatingnmaterials. Conventional depositionnwelding processes cannotnachieve all ofnthese 

requirements, particularlynaccessibility, reproducibility, andnlow thermalnloads (17) 

1.7nAdvantages 

 Bestntechnique for coatingnany shape increasenlife-time ofnwearing parts. 

 Particularndispositions for repairingnparts (ideal ifnthe mould ofnthe part nonlonger 

exist orntoo long timenneeded for annew fabrication). 

 Mostnsuited technique forngraded materialnapplication. 

 Wellnadapted fornnear-net-shapenmanufacturing. 
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 Lowndilution between tracknand substrate (unlikenother welding processesnand strong 

metallurgicalnbond. 

 Lowndeformation of thensubstrate and smallnheat affectednzone (HAZ). 

 Highncooling ratenfine microstructure. 

 Anlot of materialnflexibility (metal, nceramic, evennpolymer). 

 Builtnpart is freenof crack andnporosity. 

 Compactntechnology. (17) 

1.8 Finitenelement method 

The finitenelement method (FEM) nis a numerical methodnfor solving problems of 

engineeringnand mathematicalnphysics. It isnalso referred tonas finite elementnanalysis 

(FEA). Typicalnproblem areas ofninterest include structuralnanalysis, heatntransfer, fluid 

flow, massntransport, andnelectromagnetic potential. Thenanalytical solution nthese problems 

generallynrequire the solutionnto boundary valuenproblems for partialndifferential equations. 

Thenfinite element methodnformulation of thenproblem results inna system ofnalgebraic 

equations. Thenmethod yields approximatenvalues of the unknownsnat discrete numbernof 

points overnthe domain. To solventhe problem, itnsubdivides a largenproblem intonsmaller, 

simpler partsnthat are called finitenelements. The simplenequations that modelnthese finite 

elementsnare then assembledninto a largernsystem of equationsnthat models thenentire 

problem. FEMnthen uses variationnmethods from thencalculus of variationsnto approximate a 

solutionnby minimizing annassociated errornfunction. (18) 

1.9nAnsys 

ANSYSnMechanical is anfinite element analysisntool for structuralnanalysis, includingnlinear, 

nonlinearnand dynamic studies. Thisncomputer simulation productnprovides finite 

elementsnto model behaviour, andnsupports material modelsnand equation solversnfor a wide 

rangenof mechanical designnproblems. ANSYSnMechanical also includesnthermal analysis 

andncoupled-physics capabilitiesninvolving acoustics, piezoelectric, nthermal–structuralnand 

thermo-electricnanalysis. (18) 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Analysis of Heat Transfer  

Direct Metal Deposition is a process of shock cooling and heating and the distribution and 

variation of temperature field has important influence on microstructure, quality, formation of 

cracks etc, Song et al[2] studied the temperature-time history curves, temperature field 

distribution, cooling rate and the temperature gradient of the laser cladding forming process.  

Influences of laser power and scanning speed on the temperature gradient and cooling rate of 

the cladding layers have been studied, which provided explanation of microstructure forming 

mechanism, cracking sensitivity and parameter selection. At the same time, LCF experiments 

have been conducted with parameters obtained from the simulation, microstructure of the 

cladding layers have been analysed.  

Three-dimensional transient temperature fields were studied with finite element methods, the 

temperature gradient and cooling rate of Laser Cladding Forming were extremely high, 

reached 105-106 'C /m and 103-104 'C /s, respectively. Laser power and scanning speed have 

an significant influence on the size of the melting pool, the cooling rate of the solid-liquid 

interface and the temperature gradient of the cladding layers, therefore laser power should be 

adjusted with the proceeding of the processing and the scanning speed should not be too large 

to prevent cracks. 

At the bottom of the melting pool, the temperature gradient G is very large and the cooling 

rate is very small, the temperature gradient perpendicular to axis Z is predominated. From the 

bottom to the top of the melting pool, the temperature gradient along axis X increases 

gradually and the component of axis Z decreases gradually. At the top of the top surface, the 

temperature gradient along the horizontal exceeds that of the perpendicular direction. 

• 316L stainless steel powder as cladding material (melting point 1400 C). 

• Common carbon steel 45 as substrate. 

• Specific heat and thermal conductivity of 316L stainless steel is time dependent 

• Figure 2 shows Laser power 800-3000W, scanning speed 50-240mm/min and spot 

size 4 x 4 mm2 (Laser power, scanning speed and spot size decides temperature field, 

temperature gradient and cooling rate of melt pool which in turn decides morphology 

and crack susceptibility). 
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Figure 2: Same power and different time steps, (a) 2000W, 7.5s, (b) 2000W, 18.75s, (c) 2000W, 133.75s[2] 

 

Figure 3: Temperature time history of mid section[2] 

• Quick heating leads to high temperature gradient and cooling rate of melt pool. 

• High laser power, temperature difference between cladding layer and substrate was 

smaller. 

 

Figure 4: Influence of laser power on temperature gradient and cooling rate [2] 

• In Figure 4 first is for melt pool and second is for solid liquid interface. Cooling rate 

along solid liquid interface has important influence to microstructure and cracking 

tendency of cladding layer. Temperature gradient is constant for y axis with increase 

of laser power, for x axis temperature gradient is increasing with the rate of 

333.3ºC/m for increase of one watt power after 1500W, for z axis 1000ºC/m for 

increase of one watt power after 1500W, for overall 2666.67ºC/m for increase of one 

watt power after 1500W (approx.).For cooling of melt pool the maximum cooling rate 
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is 3.43ºC/sec for increase of one watt power after 1500W and the cooling rate is 

1.6ºC/sec for 1500 to 2000W power, 1ºC/sec for 2000 to 2500W power, 0.2ºC/sec for 

2500 to 3000W. High laser power temp difference between cladding layer and 

substrate was smaller, therefore lower cooling rate. 

 

 

Figure 5: influence of scanning speed on temperature gradient and cooling rate [2] 

 

• As scanning speed increases, highest temperature and gradient decreases, while 

cooling also decreases.The cooling rate of cladding layer is 30ºC/sec for increase of 

1mm/min speed after 100mm/min speed.Whereas the maximum cooling rate 120 

ºC/sec for 1mm/min speed after 100mm/min speed.The temperature decreases by 

260ºC for initial 125mm/min to 150mm/min, further decreses by 350ºC for 

150mm/min to 250mm/min. The temperature gradient is constant with scanning speed 

of 50mm/min to 250mm/min for y axis and z axis, for x axis decreases by 500ºC/m 

for scanning speed 50mm/min to 250mm/min, overall tempreture gradient is 

2500ºC/m for scanning speed 50mm/min to 250mm/min.Because too higher scanning 

speed will result in a poor bonding strength and higher sensitivity of cracking, 

appropriate scanning speed should be used in order to obtain better forming qualities 

(Figure 5). 

• At bottom of cladding layer, temp gradient along z was biggest and decreases as goes 

to upper layers. Figure 6 

• At upper layers x gradient is more than z. 
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Figure 6: Variation of Temperature gradient with height and time[2] 

 

• heat flow via the substrate is no longer predominating, the heat of the cladding layers 

radiates through the environment, which can be seen from Figure 6 that at the bottom 

of the melting pool, temperature gradient along axis Z is predominating while at the 

top of the melting pool, the gradient along axis X is the  maximum.  

Peak temperature and thermal cycle experienced by each layer influence the final mechanical 

properties and dimensional accuracy of the part. An understanding and quantitative 

knowledge of the peak temperature, melt pool dimensions, and thermal cycles experienced in 

the deposited layers are essential for a priori selection of the process parameters in LENS 

technique. Neela et al[3] numerically simulate heat transfer phenomenon in LENS process 

considering deposition of SS316 powders on a substrate of the same material. The computed 

temperature profiles are first validated with experimental results reported in the literature. 

The influence of process parameters on peak temperature, thermal cycle and melt pool 

dimensions are studied subsequently. The temperature distributions are first computed 

corresponding to the deposition of a multi-layered thin wall structure (length/width/height 

~12:2:6.25mm) into a substrate (length/width/height ~12:6:2 mm) using a laser power and 

scanning velocity of 275 W and 7.62 mm/s, respectively. Average powder mass flow rate of 3 

g/min is considered a layer increment of 250 μm is followed. Figure 7 depicts the computed 

results of the temperature profile against the corresponding measured results at location 1.6 

mm away from the centre of the laser beam along the topmost layer. The horizontal line in 

Figure 7 indicates the liquidus (melting) temperature of SS316 (1,733 K) and meets both the 

computed and the corresponding measured temperature profiles at their point of intersection. 
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Figure 7: Variation of temperature along first layer (a) and first eight layers (b)[3] 

 

Figure 7 (a) shows the computed thermal cycles experienced at different linear locations (3, 

6, 9, and 12 mm) on the first layer corresponding to a laser power of 400 W, focused beam 

radius of 1 mm, scanning velocity of 10 mm/s, and a powder mass flow rate of 4 g/min with 

60% catchment efficiency. Figure 7 (b) depicts similar computed thermal cycles on the same 

locations, however, during the building of the first to eighth layers corresponding to the same 

set of process variables. It is observed in Figure 7 (a) that as the laser beam reaches or is near 

a particular location, peak temperature shoots to nearly 2,100 K followed by a rapid cooling 

as the beam moves away. Figure 7 (b) indicates that the peak temperature along the first layer 

reduces continually as the build height increases and the laser beam also moves up. However, 

the resident temperature of any layer increases continually. The computed temperature 

history in Figure 7 (b) conforms to a duration of 1.2 s for the deposition of each layer and an 

idle time of 5 s between two successive layers, leading to a total time of 44.6 s for completely 

depositing eight layers. 

Figure 8 (a), (b) depicts the influence of laser power (P), scanning velocity (v), powder mass 

flow rate ( f ), and idle time (t-idle) on the computed values of peak temperature and overall 

thermal cycle at the initial location on the first layer during the deposition of subsequent 

layers atop it. Figure 8 (a) shows that both the peak temperature and the resident temperature 

rise with increasing laser power. This is attributed to the increase in net heat input 

corresponding to greater laser power. Figure 8 (b) shows that the resident temperature 

reduces with the increase in the idle time. Jia Yang et al[4] describe the thermal dynamics 

behaviour in direct laser fabrication (DLF), a model is proposed to be built/ developed based 
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on global model and sub-model pattern. The global model exhibits the heat conduction 

characteristics of parts in the whole thermal history according to scanning path planning. 

Contact pairs and gap elements, which consider the effect of the temperature and porosity 

dependent thermal conduction, are designed in the model to explain powder-to-solid intrinsic 

transition. The influence of non-linear behaviour of thermal properties in pure nickel on the 

temperature distribution is estimated as well. Adopting the thermal physical parameters with 

solid–liquid phase change will make the melted pool temperature higher than that where the 

solid–liquid phase change parameters are not considered. 

 

 

 

Figure 8 : Variation of temperature with different process parameters[3] 

 

It was observed that in the deposition (some point was taken) due to solid-liquid phase 

change parameters, the melting point temperature attains higher temperature at time 0.72 

second. Without influence of solid-liquid phase change parameters the melting point 

temperature attained at time 0.72 second is lesser. Temperatures on the other locations are 

higher than the first case however. 

It can be seen that studies of the above mentioned work focus on the thin wall with no more 

than ten deposited layers. Yongjie Zhang et al[5] built 200 layers of SS410 by LDMD process, 

(substrate material was set to SS316). Influence of thermal history on microstructure and 

properties of a multilayer stainless steel (SS410) thin wall built by laser direct metal 

deposition (LDMD) process was investigated experimentally and numerically by 2 

thermocouples. Simulated and measured thermal history indicated that the absorption and 

loss of heat tended to be close to equilibrium when the deposited material reached a certain 
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height during the LDMD process. Different microstructure regions were formed due to the 

different thermal history the material experienced. The hardness distribution along the height 

centreline of the thin wall was measured. The results indicated that thermal history had an 

important effect on the  

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Thermal history of a point in the substrate (a) and in the deposit (b)[4] 

 

Experimental procedure: (Figure 10) 

• SS410 deposition on SS316 as substrate (same thermophysical prop but different 

microstructure) 

• Cross sectioned by wire electrode 

• Optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) coupled with an 

energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) were used to investigate the microstructure. X-

ray diffraction (XRD) was used for phase identification.  

 

Figure 10: Comparison between simulated and measured values at point A and B[5] 
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The temperature reached a peak every time the laser beam passed over the measuring point, 

and then decreased to a resident temperature. Thermal cycle period at point A was the double 

of that at point B. However, thermal history at the two points had the same changing trend. 

Wang et al. (2008)[6] found the similar phenomena and they concluded that the decreasing 

laser power was required to keep a constant pool size as more layers were deposited. 

 

To make the property analysis from thermal history easier, Zhang Yongjie et al [7] define a 

critical temperature specific to thermal history and the distribution of it in the part was also 

discussed. The simulation results indicated that the critical temperature can make the property 

analysis from thermal history easier. Thermal history of all the deposited materials was 

similar. It was also concluded that process parameters needed to be time-varying according to 

the real-time temperature field during the process. 

Characteristics of thermal history of points other than mid points are generally not covered 

and only few layers considered in earlier papers in this paper other points are also being 

covered and analysis has been done on many layers. 

• Thermal history of deposited material at location A, B and C of layers 1, 5 and 10 

• Fluctuations tend to dampen as more layers are deposited. 

• Peak temperature falls continually 

• Resident temperature of cycle increases  

 

 

Figure 11: Sketch of the simplification of thermal history [7] 
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There is also a local minimum of 10k/s at the midpoint of each layer. This is because a short 

time interval of laser irradiations allows less thermal energy to be dissipated. As more layers 

are deposited, the energy accumulates and the whole temperature of the part increases. 

• 10K/s is chosen as critical cooling rate 

• Region (t2 till end) can be treated as 1 cycle, peak temp Tc then cools down to room 

temp. 

All the thermal histories of the deposited materials of the part are similar. It can be 

considered as a sequence of thermal cycles. During the initial stage, the deposited materials 

experience a significant rapid quenching effect and can attain a very high cooling rate of 103 

K/s. Then the peak temperature of thermal cycle decreases and the resident temperature 

increases continually as the subsequent layer atop it increases. When the deposited materials 

above reach a certain thickness, the rapid quenching effect decreases and even disappears. 

The thermal history of the deposited materials which is dependent on the process parameters 

has significant influences on the geometric precision and mechanical properties of the final 

part. Thus better properties can be obtained by maintaining a predetermined steady melt pool 

temperature field, which requires time-varying process parameters according to the real-time 

temperature feedback. Atul et al[8] simulated the temperature distribution and single track 

geometry in Laser Rapid Manufacturing using two dimensional model,  and calculated 

excessive enthalpy above melting point, laser beam size and profile, scan speed, powder feed 

rate and powder stream diameter with flow distribution is taken from the user. Capability of 

developed algorithm was developed algorithm was demonstrated by depositing single track 

on SS316L work piece using Inconel 625 at simulated process parameters. Manavatkar et al[9] 

Computed values of cooling rate during solidification used to estimate variation in cell 

spacing of solidified structure. Hall-Petch like relation using cell size as structural parameter 

is used to estimate hardness distribution. Estimated values of layer-wise cell spacing and 

hardness remain under predicted and over predicted. Dedrite arm spacing λ used to estimate 

cooling rate Cr by empirical relation 

 

Where, ‘A’ and ‘n’ are material constant. 

Grain size is used to measured harness (Hall-Petch) 
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σy and dg refer to yield strength and grain size, σo and Ky refers to lattice resistance and a 

factor. Attempts are made to numerically predict the influence of process parameters on 

thermal cycle, residual stress, microstructure, micro hardness in deposits of SS304, SS316 

and various tool steels.  

Hall-petch equation: the equation indicates that strength of metal is equal to frictional stress 

plus a factor K times the inverse of square root of grain size D. reducing grain size will cause 

the material to become stronger also increase the toughness.  

Cell spacing (or grain size) taken as 3µm, 3D FE model will predict peak temp, melt pool 

dimension, cooling rate. Cooling rates will be used to estimate layer-wise cell spacing. Cell 

spacing will be used to estimate micro hardness by Hall pech relation. Results are validated 

with actual multilayer deposit of SS316. 

 

 

Figure 12: Actual and simulated melt pool profile[9] 

 

• First half of Figure 12 compares actual deposited profile of 7 layers, thick black line is 

1733K isotherm. 

• Second half of Figure 12 shows simulated melt pool profile. 

• White lines also correspond to 1733K isotherm, in dashed since they are inside the 

pool. 

• Reasonable agreement between computed and measured melt pool width and total 

build height. 

• Slight under prediction due to heat transfer to un-melted powder, as broader the 

1733K isotherm broader will be the layer thickness. 
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Figure 13: Computed and measured width and height and computed thermal cycles [9] 

 

• Cooling rates reduces with layer deposition. 

• High cooling rate in bottom layer due to rapid heat loss through original substrate. 

• Cell spacing increase with built height due to decrease in cooling rate. 

• Underestimation of cell spacing is due to over prediction of cooling rates. 

• Solidification is columnar in all layers. 

• Cell orientation follows direction of maximum thermal gradient. 

• Hardness decreases with increase in built height. 

• Due to reduction in cooling rate and resulting increase in cell spacing. 

 

 

Figure 14: Computed values of variation in cooling rate and comparison between estimated and measured cell 

spacing[9] 
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Figure 15: Comparison between estimated and measured micro-hardness in deposited layers [9] 

Gangxian Zhu et al[10], discussed the effect of curvature change and accumulation of layers 

on the temperature field distribution, and was investigated by thin walled rings with different 

curvatures. it was observed from the numerical results that the temperature of thin wall 

increases with layer number and its curvature. The rules for changing laser power with layer 

number and curvature  in the processing of thin walled blade can be obtained by simulation 

when keeping the molten pool temperature stable. 

 

 

Figure 16: Relation between temperature distribution and the trend of laser power and layer number (a) 

temperature distribution (b) trend of laser power changing [10] 

 

The model was used to simulate the entire 15-layer LDMD process. Temperature 

distributions with layer number were shown in Figure 16 (a) above under constant laser 

power condition. Based on the 1,570°C produced by temperature field computation of the 

first deposited layer, the trend of laser power changing could be obtained with layer by layer 

by keeping a constant molten pool temperature, as shown in Figure 16 (b). 
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It is observed from Figure 16 (a) that the calculated temperature increases with the layer 

number. Because the substrate is cold during deposition of the first few layers, and as more 

layers are deposited, they act as a barrier to heat conduction to the substrate, the part becomes 

hotter and the temperature increases with the layer number. 

The thin-walled rings with different curvatures can be handled by defining different radiuses. 

To show influence of different thin-walled rings’ radiuses on the molten pool temperature, 

the molten pool temperature distribution is studied with the radius of R=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 

and 15 mm when depositing the first layer. Figures 17 (a) and (b) are showing the typical 

temperature field distributions of the thin-walled rings with the radius of 1 and 4 mm, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 17: Temperature field distribution with different radius [10] 

 

As can be seen from Figure 18 (a) (keeping power same) the molten pool temperature 

decreases with the radius, namely, the molten pool temperature increases with the curvature. 

It is also observed that the molten pool temperature tends to be gentle when the radius is 

more than 4 mm. This indicates that the influence of the radius on the molten pool 

temperature is weak when the radius is more than 4 mm. In order to keep the molten pool 

temperature stable for different radiuses, the trend of laser power changing can be obtained 

based on the 1,570°C produced by temperature field computation of the thin wall’s first layer. 

And the relationship between laser power and radius was shown in Figure 18 (b) (keeping 

temperature same). 
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Figure 18: Relationship between temperature distribution and radius [10] 

Layer thickness increases gradually with layer number and decreases with radius. Figure 19 

(a) with constant laser power, Figure 19 (b) with varied laser power. 

 

Figure 19: Relation between building thickness and layer number, (a) with constant laser power, (b) with varied 

laser power [10] 

 

The effects of thin-walled blade’s curvature change and accumulating layer number on the 

temperature field distribution were calculated and the trend of laser power changing with the 

layer number and curvature in the processing of the thin-walled blade can be obtained by 

simulation when keeping molten pool temperature stable. The experimental results show that 

the excessive build-up occurred with constant laser power because of the increase of energy 

density at corners and the thickness with varied laser power is more uniform than the constant 

laser power. 

2.1 Analysis of coupled thermal (thermal plus structural) 

M. Labudovic et al [11] create a FEM model to calculate transient temperature profiles, 

dimensions of fusion zone and residual stresses. Model simulations are compared with 
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experimental results acquired on line using an ultra-high shutter speed camera which is able 

to acquire well contrasted images of the molten pool, and off line using metallographic and x-

ray diffraction analysis.  

As a first step, a high shutter speed imaging is employed in monitoring the deposition of 100 

mesh MONEL 400 alloy on AISI 1006 steel, at variety of laser power and scanning speeds.  

Both numerical and analytic model were developed for thermal history. Results from heat 

transfer analysis were then used as loads for FE analysis of residual stress and the results 

were compared with x-ray diffraction technique. 

Assumptions: 

• Work piece initially at 298K. 

• Thermo-physical and mechanical properties are temp dependant. 

• Beam diameter at which power density reduced by e2 

• Normal distribution. 

• Latent heat of fusion is simulated by artificial increase in liquid specific heat. 

• Convective heat flow is neglected. 

Numerical solution to the model: 

• ANSYS Parametric Design Language to provide heat boundary condition at different 

time. 

• First iteration solve the system equation assuming starting temp 298K. 

• Subsequent iteration use temp from previous iteration to calculate conductivity, 

specific heat matrix. 

• First element positioned onto the substrate with set initial boundary condition. 

• Subsequent element used results from previous steps as initial condition for each new 

element birth. 

• Iteration continues for time period T until converged solution is achieved or dynamic 

equilibrium of heat exchange established. 

• Study of heat transfer problem allow determination of temp distribution. 

Experiment: 

 100 mesh MONEL 400 alloy on AISI 1006 steel, argon was used as shielding gas, 

Nd-YAG laser 

 A fiber optic  conducting 337nm wavelength laser 

 Nitrogen pulse laser with 5ns pulse duration 
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 Camera with UV filter thet allow light near 337nm wavelength to pass 

 Due to reflection from mirror like molten pool well contrasted image obtained  

Modeling results: 

• Figure is showing typical analysis from 10mm/s and 600W laser power 

• 1325 C isotherm represent fusion zone  

Modeling results (heat transfer analysis) 

 

Figure 20: Micrographs of deposits [11] 

• Figure 20 shows micrograph of deposits 

• a, b shows actual deposit 

• c shows numerical modeling 

• d shows analytic modeling  

 

Figure 21: Comparison of melt pool boundaries obtained by the processing result of the edge detector with 

those obtained by the modelling,(a) original image acquired by high shutter speed camera, (b) processing result 

of edge detector, (c) numerical mode[11] 

 

• Isotherm corresponding to 1325 C. 

• a, b, c, d as obtained by high shutter speed camera, edge detector, numerical and 

analytic modeling(Edge detection is the name for a set of mathematical methods 

which aim at identifying points in a digital image at which the image brightness 

changes sharply or, more formally, has discontinuities. The points at which image 

brightness changes sharply are typically organized into a set of curved line segments 

termed edges). 

• Pool is deeper at the end than at front due to heat accumulation. 

• Increase power and decrease speed widens the pool.  
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Stress analysis: 

• Sample was allowed to cool down below 50 C between each subsequent build to 

eliminate preheating effect. 

• Residual stress investigated with XRD (Xray diffraction technique is nondestructive 

analytical technique for identification and quantitative determination of various 

crystalline forms known as phase Identification is achieved by comparing x ray 

diffraction pattern Study crystal deformation and stress properties ) 

• Comparison was done with FE modeling. 

• Compressive residual stress at the center and tensile towards the edges. 

• Effect of subsequent layer is shown in the Figure 22. 

• Both figures showing same distribution for 1st layer then progressive increase in 

tensile residual stress in subsequent layers. 

• With layers deposition transverse as well as longitudinal cracks are detected due to 

stepwise increase in residual stress. 

• Cracking can be avoided by preheating, but reduces cooling rate. 

 

 

Figure 22: Distribution of residual stresses within subsequent layer, comparison between x-ray diffraction 

results and modelling results [11] 

• Cracking prevention mechanism by preheating increases ductility of MONEL 400 

alloy. 

• Preheating treatment to 400C reduces stress to 400MPa. 

• Post heating to 600C further reduces stress to 200MPa.  
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• Simulation gives cross sectional shape of melt pool certified by topside image by 

camera. 

• Modeling of residual stress confirmed by X-ray diffraction residual stress 

measurement. 

A three-step analytical and numerical approach was carried out by Peyre et al [12] to predict 

the shapes of manufactured structures and thermal loadings induced by the DMD process. 

First, powder temperature was calculated using a analytical model, then the geometry of 

walls was predicted by a combined numerical + analytical modelling, finally thermal 

behaviour during DMD of a titanium alloy was described. 

The thermal model takes into account the moving interface during metal deposition with a 

specific function κ (t, x, y, z) allowing the conductivity front to move simultaneously with the 

moving laser source (with an appropriate spatial energy distribution), thus representing rather 

precisely the DMD process. This allowed us to provide an adequate representation of 

temperatures near the melt-pool, and to reproduce with a good accuracy thermal cycles and 

melt-pool dimensions during the construction of up to 25-layer walls. This was confirmed by 

comparisons with experimental thermocouple data T = f (t), and fast camera melt-pool 

recording. 

Following these works, our objective was to propose a combined analytical–numerical 

approach, to predict geometries and thermal fields involved during a DMD process, 

considering only the experimental parameters such as mass feed rate Dm (g min−1), laser 

power (W) and scanning speed V (m s−1) as input data. 

Experimental validation: Dedicated DMD experiments were carried out (between 1 and 8 

layer), using different parameters (mass feed rate in the 1–4 g min−1 regime, laser powers 

between 100 and 400 W), to compare with simulations results. The global agreement between 

experimental data and calculations is satisfactory Figure 23. Calculated widths and average 

deposition heights are well reproduced (15% maximum difference) by measurements carried 

out on cross-sections, over a rather wide range of laser and powder feeding conditions. 

Moreover, the simulation-aided morphological model allows describing with a reasonable 

agreement the evolution of geometrical parameters with the number of layers n as shown in 

Figure 23. Consequently, the theoretical approach seems to be accurate enough to predict the 

geometry of walls before performing finite element thermal simulations. 
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Figure 23: Comparison between experimental data and simulated values, (a) influence of laser power and mass 

feed rate on the stabilizing geometrical features of a DMD wall [12] 

 

Experimental T = f (t) profiles exhibit a quasi-sinusoidal aspect corresponding to the 

alternated displacement of the laser head Figure 24. With a 35% absorptive of the laser beam, 

it appears that COMSOL simulations allow one to reproduce rather well those temperature-

time profiles recorded by thermocouples, whatever the process parameters. Thermocouple 

data obtained with 5 or 6 thermocouples located at various positions in the substrate, and near 

the wall, are systematically well reproduced. This is particularly true concerning the global 

thermal chronology, but also for the first T = f (t) peak corresponding to the first layer, and 

for all the following peaks corresponding to the 2nd , 3rd . . . layers Figures 24(a) and (b). 

This has been confirmed for various mass feed rates Dm (g min−1), various scanning speeds 

V (m s−1) and various laser powers P (W), for a unique 0.35 absorptive value. 

We can also obtain local temperature versus time data into the wall Figure 24 (c), and deduce 

numerically heating and cooling rates, together with the tempering temperature which 

corresponds to the average temperature achieved in the wall after a long manufacturing time. 

Melt-pool sizes (length and height) are slightly overestimated by simulations. The melt-pool 

enlargement is due to lower heat dissipation far from the substrate and contributes to wider 

walls until the melt pool reaches a stabilized value 
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Figure 24: Comparison between experimental and simulated profiles (600 W, 0.006m/s), (a) thermocouple TC2, 

(b) TC3 (c) Temperature versus time simulated in the middle of the wall [12] 

 

This DMD global model has already been successfully applied and validated on other 

aeronautical alloys such as Inconel 718 or Rene 142. 

 

The process of DMD involves very high thermal gradients and heating and cooling rates, 

resulting in residual stresses and distortion, Heng Liu et al [13] presented a thermo-mechanical 

finite element model to predict residual stress and deformations. The thermal distribution, 

thermal stress field, geometry deformation and effect of deposition parameters on residual 

stress and deflections are explained.  
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Figure 25: Comparison between (a) experimental (1000 Hz C-Mos fast camera), (b) simulated laser induced 

melt pool (600W, 0.006 m/s), between 2nd and 8th manufactured layers [12] 

(a)                                                                          (b)               

Normal and Von-Mises stress at top and bottom are shown in Figure 26 (a) and (b). 

Unlike most of the analysis the workpiece is fixed from the left side and deposition is added 

up at the centre area. 

 

 

Figure 26: Residual stress on (a) top surface, (b) bottom surface of deposit along z direction [13] 

(a)                                                                  (b) 
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Figure 27: Simulation and experimental results of deflection of substrate [13] 

 

In the plot of Figure 27 the trend of deflection first bend down due to thermal expansion on 

the top surface and then bend up during the cooling process, after completely cool down 

substrate keeps the deformed shape. 

 

Verma and Shukla presented LMD thermal analysis using Ansys Parametric Design 

Language (APDL) based FEM to simulate a moving heat source for SS316 and Ni [14]. The 

overall conclusions derived from an in-depth literature review are listed in [15]. Shukla and 

Verma modelled different cases and numerically analysed the LDMD process[16]. 

4.2 Conclusion from literature review 

1. As the layers increases cooling rate decreases towards the top layers. 

2. At the bottom of the molten pool temperature gradient is high and cooling rate is 

small. 

3. From bottom to the top of the melting pool, temperature gradient along X axis 

(horizontal axis) increases gradually and the component of Z axis (vertical axis) 

decrease gradually. As the layers increases the thermal gradient along the horizontal 

exceeds that of the vertical direction. 

4. The peak temperature experienced by a particular layer gradually reduces as the laser 

beam moves to the higher layer. 
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5. Deposited layers undergo high cooling rate which is particularly at its highest at the 

solid-liquid interface and decreasing with the increasing distance from the centre of 

the melt pool. 

6. With the increase in build height, the heat loss towards the substrate is reduced, and 

thus, heat input per unit length needs to be reduced to avoid over-melting along the 

top layers. 

7. Laser power, scanning velocity, powder mass flow rate, and idle time between the 

deposits of successive layers influence the thermal behaviour induced in the deposited 

material. 

8. Thermal history of the deposited material at different locations has the same changing 

trend. 

9. During the initial stage, the deposited material experience a quenching effect and can 

attain a very high cooling rate. Then the peak temperature of thermal cycle decreases 

and even disappear and the resident temperature increases continually as the 

subsequent layer atop it increases. 

10. For constant laser power and scanning speed, the layer width and peak temperature 

increases while the cooling rate decreases towards the top layers. 

11. Solidified deposit has cellular structure with increase in cell spacing as the cooling 

rate reduces towards the top layers. 

12. Too higher scanning speed will result in a poor bonding strength and higher 

sensitivity of cracking, appropriate scanning speed should be used in order to obtain 

better forming qualities. 

13. Excessive build up occurred with constant laser power because of the increase of 

energy density at corners and high curvatures and thickness with varied laser power 

(keeping temperature same) is more uniform than constant laser power. 

14. Molten pool developed during the process is deeper at the end than at the beginning 

because of the heat accumulation. 

15. In comparison with single layer, subsequent layer built result in an increase in residual 

stresses. 

16. Cracking may occur laterally or longitudinally. Cracking can be avoided by 

preheating the specimen. 
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2.4 Problem Formulation and Gap Identification  

While going through the literature review it is found that many researcher had used different 

different type of laser beam and done the analysis on different type of commercially available 

software like ABAQUS,ANSYS, COMSOL. And found out the peak temperature with 

respect to the time and distance by varying many parameters like laser power, feed rate of 

material, velocity of movement of laser beam. Like et al Jia Yang & Fude Wang(4) had done 

the study of Gaussian laser beam distribution and found out the temperature at two different 

position such as first is at just below the layer where the laser has started the operation and 

second at some where middle to the subject structure  and found out the peak temperature of 

the subject which come near about 1888K but comparison of the beam is missing in the 

papers and not found anywhere. Which is a huge problem as if anyone want a particular 

temperature at any point than so that the microstructure of the subject can be judge easily and 

desired properties can be achieved easily there is no paper which will give them knowledge 

about this topic to do. In our study by using commercially used ANSYS 14.0 the difference 

between the material under same parameters but different type of laser beam is carried out by 

using couple thermal analysis.   
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CHAPTER 3 Methodology 

3.1 Structure analysis 

For explaining the structural analysis I am explaining an example of the bicycle frame shown 

in the following figure. The frame is to be built of hollow aluminium tubing having an 

outside diameter of 25mm and a wall thickness of 2mm for the main part of the frame. For 

the rear forks, the tubing will be 12mm outside diameter and 1mm wall thickness. 

 

Figure 28 Model of bicycle 

 

/title,3D Bicycle Space Frame   ! for titling the file name 

/prep7      ! this command will enter into pre-processor 

! Define Some Parameters, these parameter is not needed to be define but by defining these 

parameters we will have the freedom to change the frames by just defining the values again 

x1 = 500  

x2 = 825  

y1 = 325  

y2 = 400  

z1 = 50  
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!In below command we will define the key points for the frame of the bicycle and the general 

comman should be 

! k,key-point number,x-coord,y-coord,z-coord 

K,1, 0,y1, 0  

K,2, 0,y2, 0 

K,3,x1,y2, 0 

K,4,x1, 0, 0 

K,5,x2, 0, z1 

K,6,x2, 0,-z1 

 

 

Figure 29 keypoints of model 

 

! by the below command we will join two key points by a line 

! l,keypoint1,keypoint2 
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L,1,2  

L,2,3 

L,3,4 

L,4,1 

L,4,6 

L,4,5 

L,3,5 ! These last two line are for the rear forks 

L,3,6 

 

Figure 30 Line model by keypoints 

! by the next command we will define the element and for the bicycle we need pipe as a 

element 

! Define Element Type 

ET,1,pipe16 

KEYOPT,1,6,1 
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! Next command is for Define Real Constants like outside diameter inside diameter and all 

! r,real set number,outside diameter,wall thickness 

R,1,25,2  

! Second set of real constants - for rear forks 

R,2,12,1  

 

! Next command is for Define Material Properties like Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio 

! MP,Young's modulus,material number,value 

MP,EX,1,70000  

! mp,Poisson's ratio,material number,value 

MP,PRXY,1,0.33  

 

! now for meshing the line we have to divide the line into number of elements 

! lesize,line number(all lines),size of element 

LESIZE,ALL,20  

 

Figure 31 Meshed model of bicycle 
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! Now the divided lines is to be meshed for that  Line Meshing is used 

 

REAL,1  

LMESH,1,6,1  

REAL,2  

LMESH,7,8  

 

! Finish pre-processing 

FINISH  

 

! Enter the solution processor for solutions 

/SOLU  

! Analysis type,static 

ANTYPE,0  

 

 

! for defining displacement Constraints on Key points 

 

! dk,keypoint,direction,displacement,,,direction,direction 

DK,1,UX,0,,,UY,UZ  

DK,5,UY,0,,,UZ 

DK,6,UY,0,,,UZ 
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Figure 32 Model with load and constraints 

 

! Next command will define Forces on Keypoints  

!fk,keypoint,direction,force 

FK,3,FY,-600  

FK,4,FY,-200 

! Solve the problem and finish the data entering 

SOLVE  

FINISH  
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Figure 33 Solution of model 

 

! the next command will enter the general post processor and Plot the deformed and 

undeformed edge 

/post1  

/WIND,ALL,OFF 

/WIND,1,LTOP 

/WIND,2,RTOP 

/WIND,3,LBOT 

/WIND,4,RBOT 

GPLOT 

/GCMD,1, PLDISP,2  

/GCMD,2, PLNSOL,U,SUM,0,1 
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Figure 34 Deflection and real model 

!For getting the results we can use the following command which will give us the stress in the 

bicycle  

/GCMD,3, PLLS,vonmi0,vonmj0 

/GCMD,4, PLLS,axii0,axij0 

/CONT,2,9,0,,0.27 

/CONT,3,9,0,,18 

/CONT,4,9,-18,,18 
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Figure 35 Stress anylsis of model 

 

 

3.2 Thermal analysis 

For doing thermal analysis Select preferences and then select thermal in it. 

 

Figure 36 Pre-processor 
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Then for defining the element come to pre-processor and define element and then select solid 

plane 77 in 8 node, (square shape element). This element does not required any real constant 

to define.  

 

Figure 37 Selection of Element 

Then for defining the material property come to material property select material model then 

thermal than for defining the conductivity click on isotopic give its value to be 100. 

 

Figure 38 Material properties 
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Then for creating the models come to modelling section click on create then area in area we 

come to rectangle, by dimension we create a rectangle by giving starting point (-0.5), and 

ending point(0.5), in y axis starting point(-10) and ending point(10).  

 

Figure 39 Rectangle model 

Then for meshing the above generated rectangle use the mesh tool, then smart mesh select 

size 4 and then select area to be mesh and click OK and area will be meshed. 

 

Figure 40 Meshed model 
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Then for applying the load, do confirm that the analysis is steady-state analysis and then 

define load, in thermal load apply a constant temperature on initial boundary to be 60℃.  

 

Figure 41 Convection coefficient 

Then for Convection heat transfer select the final boundary line, give film coefficient to be 

20, bulk temperature to be 30℃.  

 

Figure 42 Boundary conditions 
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For avoiding the heat flux loss from top and bottom of the rectangle we will fix that surfaces 

flux losses to be zero. 

 

Figure 43 Heat flux condition 

Solve the current model 

 

Figure 44 Solution 

For getting the result of the analysis go to general postprocessor and click on plot result and 

contour plots and nodal solution can be seen where temperature distribution can be seen. By 
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which we can conclude that for this analysis min temperature is 55℃ towards the end 

boundary line and maximum is 60℃ towards the initial boundary line. 

 

Figure 45 Thermal results 

 

3.3 Combine (Multi-physics couple thermal analysis) 

This experiment will show thermo couple example on ANSYS 14.0 The purpose of this is to 

outline a simple coupled thermal/structural analysis. A steel link, with no internal stresses, is 

pinned between two solid structures at a reference temperature of 0ºC (273 K). One of the 

solid structures is heated to a temperature of 75ºC (348 K). As heat is transferred from the 

solid structure into the link, the link will attempt to expand. However, since it is pinned this 

cannot occur and as such, stress is created in the link. A steady-state solution of the resulting 

stress will be found to simplify the analysis. Loads will not be applied to the link, only a 

temperature change of 75ºC. The link is steel with a modulus of elasticity of 200 GPa, a 

thermal conductivity of 60.5 W/m-K and a thermal expansion coefficient of 12x10-6 /K. 
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Figure 46 model of thermo couple 

This command will title the file name as thermal stress 

/title, Thermal Stress 

!for Entering pre-processor 

/prep7  

! this command will define the key point for the middle rod 

k,1,0,0  

k,2,1,0 

! for drawing Line connecting keypoints 

l,1,2  

!This command will define element type 

et,1,link33  

! This command will give area 

r,1,4e-4,  
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Figure 47 Node of the model 

! This command will define the thermal conductivity in x axis 

mp,kxx,1,60.5  

!This command will give the element size 

esize,0.1  

! This command will the mesh above line 

lmesh,all  

! This command will write physics environment (working environment) as thermal 

physics,write,thermal  

! For entering in the new environment (i.e structural) clear the environment 

physics,clear  

!for defining the structural analysis element type 

etchg,tts  

! This command will define Young's modulus  

mp,ex,1,200e9 
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! This command will define Poisson's ratio  

mp,prxy,1,0.3  

! This command will define Expansion coefficient 

mp,alpx,1,12e-6  

! This command will define the above properties into structural analysis  

physics,write,struct  

! This command will Clear the environment(i.e structural analysis 

physics,clear 

! This command will finish the command 

Finish 

! This command will enter in the solution phase 

/solu  

! This command will confirm that only Static analysis is in operation 

antype,0  

! This command will read the results in the thermal environment 

physics,read,thermal 

! For Apply a temp of 75ºC(348K) to keypoint 1  

dk,1,temp,348  

! For commanding ansys to solve the problem 

solve 

finish 

! For Re-enter the solution phase for doing the analysis in structural environment 

/solu  
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physics,read,struct  

! Applying loads derived from thermal environment 

ldread,temp,,,,,,rth  

tref,273 

! This command will apply structural constraints 

dk,1,all,0  

dk,2,UX,0 

! this will solve the above command and finish the solution 

solve 

finish 

! This will enter postprocessor, create an element table for link stress & print the element 

table 

/post1  

etable,CompStress,LS,1  

PRETAB,CompStress  

 

3.4 comparison between intensity distributions 

In this work we had compared two basic type of laser beam they are Gaussian beam and 

frustum beam. For validating the results we had taken the help of “3D finite element 

temperature field modelling for direct laser fabrication” et.al Jia Yang & Fude Wang(4) in 

which they had use Gaussian beam and we had used frustum beam for analysis of the beam 

on a model of length 36×4.8×6.00 mm on which the above part is there of dimensions 

30×2.4×6.00 mm is there, in the above paper a case study is taken in to consideration in 

which top most two layer is been added by laser additive manufacturing which is been shown 

in the figure by brown colour, for this they had used commercially used ABAQUS and for 

doing so we had use ANSYS 14.0. For which the codding is given below. 
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Figure 48 Model of work(3) 

The codding for the ANSYS is: 

finish 

/clear,all 

/prep7 

et,1,278 

n,0,0,0 

ngen,25,1,1,,,,0.0002 

ngen,181,25,1,25,,0.0002 

ngen,31,4525,1,4525,,,,0.0002 

n,140276,0.003,0.005,0.0018 

ngen,34,1,140276,,,,0.0002 

ngen,151,34,140276,140309,,0.0002 

ngen,13,5285,140276,145409,,,,0.0002 
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e,1,26,4551,4526,2,27,4552,4527 

egen,24,1,-1 

egen,180,25,-24 

egen,30,4525,-4320 

 

*do,j,0,11,1 

*do,i,0,149,1 

e,41125+25*i+4525*j,41150+25*i+4525*j,45675+25*i+4525*j,45650+25*i+4525*j,140276

+34*i+5285*j,140310+34*i+5285*j,145595+34*i+5285*j,145561+34*i+5285*j 

*enddo 

*enddo 

….. 

….. 

….. 

….. 

….. 

….. 

….. 

*do,i,0,11,1 

time,0.5*(i+1)+42 

nsel,s,node,,188044+408*i 
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nsel,a,node,,188078+408*i 

nsel,a,node,,193295+408*i 

nsel,a,node,,193397+408*i 

nsel,a,node,,198580+408*i 

nsel,a,node,,198682+408*i 

nsel,a,node,,203899+408*i 

nsel,a,node,,203933+408*i 

f,all,heat,5 

nsel,s,node,,193329+408*i 

nsel,a,node,,193363+408*i 

nsel,a,node,,198614+408*i 

nsel,a,node,,198648+408*i 

f,all,heat,15 

nsel,all 

solve 

fdele,all,heat 

*enddo 

Which give the below result with the nodal heat solution done in it. 
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Figure 49 Nodal solution of temp. 

The results is been discussed in result chapter 
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Chapter 4 Results 

While taking the NODE A in the region where the beam start the additive manufacturing the 

graph come out to be similar but the value of peak temperature is found to be less as 

compared to the peak temperature found by et.al Jia Yang & Fude Wang(4) by taking the laser 

values to be 800Watt power;300mm/min scanning speed; laser beam diameter to be 

0.6mm;0.25 spectral absorptivity of nickel. The laser movement on the work piece is shown 

in figure. 

 

Figure 50 Peak value temperatures corresponding to time stages (3) 

By this way the peak temperature should be in order of below figure 

 

 

Figure 51 Compression between NODE A temp 
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The graphs of NODE B in et.al Jia Yang & Fude Wang(4) and developed by our model are, 

 

 

Figure 52 Compression between NODE B temp 

  

Comparison 

Time 

(sec) 

Temperature in authors paper Temperature given by our 

solution 

Comparison  

1 1888.22 1529.17 19% 

5.5 336.77 375.39 13% 

18.5 431.96 487.34 12% 

28.5 521.95 592.75 13% 

38 628.16 794.53 17% 

46 612 578.44 10% 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and future scope 

5.1 Conclusion 

Comparison between two types of laser beam is done in this study, it is found that the type of 

laser beam can have a significant effect on peak temperature of the model which can lead to 

different type of micro structure of produce product on the basis of maximum temperature. 

The peak temp of Gaussian type of beam is found to be 1888K whereas the peak temperature 

of frustum beam is found to be1529K (Approx.). Due to which many structural changes can 

be experienced while developing a new product. And the added layer can have different type 

of properties other than the whole material.  

The peak temperature difference found out to be expressed by the following graphs.  

 

And the temperature of the other NODE B is 
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5.2 Future Scope 

By using LDMD (Laser Direct Metal Deposition) analysis in ANSYS the concept of element 

death and birth can easily explained which can ease the approach towards non similar 

metallic part testing in it. By using this most realistic beam can be explained and design and 

can be analysed for practical loads like temperature loads and structural loads. This can be 

done easily as meshing any complex structure is very easy in ANSYS, and fine and better 

meshing will lead to very accurate answers from the analysis. In thermal analysis each 

conduction, convection and radiation can be consider on a single subject, specially radiation 

can be solved very easily and efficiently, radiation on single surface of concepts of 

absorptivity, emissivity, reflectivity can be easily taken into consideration. Along with that 

many more time related parameter can be filled into this for better and exact results. 
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